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Abstract 

 
Let G = (V, E) be a non trivial finite graph with vertex set V and edge set E. A subset S of V in a graph G is 
said to be an edge – dominating set if every edges in G is incident with a vertex in S. A edge dominating set 
S such that 〈S〉  has an isolated vertex or 〈V − S〉 is a single vertex is called edge isolated dominating set. A 
dominating set S of G is called a strong complementary acyclic dominating set if S is a strong dominating 
set and the induced subgraph 〈V − S〉  is acyclic. The minimum cardinality of a strong complementary 
acyclic dominating set of G is called the strong complementary acyclic domination number of G and is 
denoted by γ

���
�� (G). The edge isolated domination of the strong complementary acyclic graphs  is called 

edge isolated strong complementary acyclic domination of a graph. The minimum cardinality of a edge 
isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set of G is called the edge isolated strong complementary 

acyclic domination number of G and is denoted by γ
���
��� (G). In this paper, we introduce and discuss the 

concept of edge isolated strong complementary acyclic domination number of G.We determine this number 
for some standard graphs and obtain some bounds for general graphs. Its relationship with other graph 
theoretical parameters are also investigated. 
 
AMS Classification: 05C69 
 

Keywords - Edge isolated domination number, Strong domination number, Complementary acyclic 
domination, Edge isolated strong complementary acyclic domination number. 
 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

By a graph we mean a finite, simple, and undirected graph G(V,E) where V denotes its vertex set and 
E its edge set [2]. Unless otherwise stated, the graph G has n vertices and m edges. Degree of a vertex v is 
denoted by d(v), the maximum degree of a graph G is denoted by D(G) . We denote a path on s vertices by 
P�, and a complete graph on n vertices by Kn. A graph G is connected if any two vertices of G are connected 
by a path. A maximal connected sub graph of a graph G is called a component of G. The number of 
components of G is denoted by �(G) . The complement  G� of G is the graph with vertex set V in which two 
vertices are adjacent if and only if they are not adjacent in G. A graph G is said to be acyclic if it has no 
cycles. A tree is a connected acyclic graph. A bipartite graph is a graph whose vertex set can be partitioned 
into two disjoint sets V� and V� such that every edge has one end in V� and another end in V�.  
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A Complete bipartite graph is a bipartite graph where every vertex of V� is adjacent to every vertex 

in V�. The Complete bipartite graph with partitions of order |V�|= m and |V�|= n denoted by K� ,� . A star is 
denoted by K�,���  is a tree with one root vertex and n-1 pendant vertices. A bistar, denoted by D(r,s) is the 

graph obtained by joining the root vertices of the stars  K�,� and K�,� . 
 
Many authors have introduced different types of domination parameters by imposing conditions on 

the dominating set [3].The concept of strong domination has been introduced by Sampathkumar and 
Pushpalatha [6] . 
 
In this paper, we use this idea to develop the concept of edge isolated strong complementary acyclic 
domination number of a graph . Throughout this paper we consider only graphs for which edge isolated 
strong complementary acyclic dominating set exists.  
 

2 . RESULTS ON EDGE ISOLATED STRONG COMPLEMENTARY ACYCLIC DOMINATION 
OF A GRAPH 

 
Definition 2.1  
 A subset S of V is called a dominating set of G if every vertex in V-S is adjacent to at least one 
vertex in S. The domination number (G) of G is the minimum cardinality taken over all dominating sets in 
G. 
 
Definition 2.2 
 A dominating set S of G is called a strong dominating set of G if for every v V S there exist a 
vertex uS such that uv E(G) and d(u) d (v) . The minimum cardinality taken over all strong dominating 
sets is the strong domination number and is denoted by γ

��
(G). 

 
Definition 2.3 
 A dominating set S of G is called a complementary acyclic dominating set of G if V - S is acyclic 
[4].The minimum cardinality taken over all complementary acyclic dominating sets is the complementary 
acyclic domination number and is denoted by γ

���
(G). 

 
Definition 2.4 
 A dominating set S of G is called a strong complementary acyclic dominating set if S is a strong 
dominating set and the induced subgraph 〈V − S〉  is acyclic. The minimum cardinality of a strong 
complementary acyclic dominating set of G is called the strong complementary acyclic domination number 
of G and is denoted by γ

���
�� (G). 

 
Definition 2.5 
 A dominating set S of G is called a edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set of G 
if S has an isolated vertex  or the induced subgraph 〈V − S〉 is single vertex and acyclic and for every  v V 
S there exist a vertex u S such that uv E(G) and  d(u) d (v) . The minimum cardinality of a edge 
isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set of G is called edge isolated strong complementary 

acyclic domination number of G and is denoted by  γ
���
��� (G). 

 
Example 2.6 
 An edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set of a graph G is given below 
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Where    S  = { v�,v� ,v�,v�, v�, v�, v�} is a edge isolated strong complementary acyclic  

Dominating set of a graph G and   V- S  = {v�,v�,v��}.Therefore   γ
���
��� (G) = 7. 

 
Remark 2.7  
 The complement of the edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set need not be a 
edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set. 
 
Example 2.8 

 
                                                                  Fig. 2 

Where  S = {v�,v�,v�}is a edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set. But its complement 
V-S = {v�,v�, v�, v�} is not edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set. 
 
Remark 2.9 
 If G is a strong complementary acyclic dominating set then it need not be an edge isolated strong 
complementary acyclic dominating set. 
 
Example 2.10 

 
Let D denote the strong complementary acyclic dominating set and S denote the edge isolated strong 
complementary acyclic dominating set[5]. 

Where D = {v�,v�,v�} and V - D = {v�,v�, v�, v�,v�,v�}. 

Where S = {v�,v�,v�,v�} and V - S = {v�,v�, v�, v�,v�}. 
The above graph G� is a strong complementary acyclic domination graph but it is not edge isolated strong 
complementary acyclic domination graph since the condition d(u) d (v) is not satisfied for the vertex v� in 
V – S. 
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Remark 2.11    

For any graph G ,  γ���
�� (G) ≤   γ���

��� (G). 
Example 2.12 

(a) When   γ���
�� (G) <  γ���

��� (G) 
 

 
Let D denote the strong complementary acyclic dominating set and S denote the edge isolated strong 
complementary acyclic dominating set [7].Where D = {v�} and V - D = {v�,v�, v�, v�} , S = {v�,v�,v�,v�} 

and V - S = {v�}.Then   γ���
�� (G) = 1 and  γ���

��� (G) = 4. Thus                              γ
���
�� (G) <  γ

���
��� (G) . 

 

(b)  when  γ
���
�� (G) =  γ

���
��� (G) 

 
Where D = {v�,v�,v�,} and V - D = { v�, v� , v�}, Where S = {v�,v�, v�,} and V - S = {v�, v� , v�}.    Then  

 γ���
�� (G) = 3 and  γ���

��� (G) = 3. Therefore  γ���
�� (G) =  γ���

��� (G) 
 

Remark 2.13 
   

 Every edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set is dominating set. But  
every dominating set need not be a edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set. 
 
Example 2.14 

      
 
Here {v� ,v�} is a edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set and also a dominating set . 
Also {v� } is a dominating set , but it is not a strong complementary acyclic dominating set . 
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3 . THEOREMS ON EDGE ISOLATED STRONG COMPLEMENTARY ACYCLIC DOMINATION 

OF A GRAPH 
 
Theorem 3.1 
 
Let K�  be a complete graph on n vertices then   γ���

��� (K�) =  n - 1. 
Proof  
Let  K�  be the complete graph on n vertices .  Let  v� , v� , ……., v�  be the vertices of K�  . 
Choose a vertex say v� in the minimum edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set of K� . 
v�  is incident with   v�v� , v�v�,…………., v�v�  , n – 1 different edges. To cover the remaining edges 
which are not incident with v�  , hence choose a vertex from { v�  , v�  ,……,  v��� } And lies in the  
minimum edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set of K� . Without loss of generality, let it 
be v� in the minimum edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set of K� . By omitting the 
already choosen edges which are incident with  v�  (i.e) v�v�  = v�v�  ,  v�   is incident with   
v�v� , v�v�,…………... v�v�  , n – 2 different edges . 
Proceeding in the same way, to cover the remaining edge, Without loss of generality choose v���  in the 
minimum edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set of K� . v���  is incident with only one 
different edge  v���  v�  .Hence {v�v� ,……, v�v� , v�v� ,…. ,v�v� , v�v�,……,v�v� ,……..., v���  v�} is a  
set containing all the edges of K�  and incident with v�  ,  v�  , ….., v���  , Where  γ

���
����( k� ) set 

is{v�, v�,………,v��� }.  Let S denote the edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set of K�  
.If  S  is γ

���
��� (k�) set {v�, v�, …………,v��� } . Then the complement V – S set is {v�} is a single vertex , 

hence it is a acyclic . Also there exist an edge (v� , v�), such that d(v�) d(v�)  for                     1 ≤ i ≤ n-1 . 

Thus γ
���
��� (K�) is the edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set. Hence    γ

���
��� (K�) =  n - 1. 

Theorem 3.2 
Let G be a star graph  K�,��� then  γ

���
��� ( K�,���) = 1. 

Proof    
 Let G be a star graph  K�,��� . In this graph the vertex set V(G) is partioned into  two subsets   V� and   V� , 

such that    v� ∈ V� where  v� is star center is with degree ∆  and  v� ∈ V� for                  j = 2,3,……n -1 is 

with   degree 1. Therefore  | V�| = 1 and | V�| = n – 1. Where     V�  = {v� } and   V�  = { v� ,v�  , 
v�,…….,  v���,  v� ,  v���, ……., v�}. 

Since the single  vertex v� in V�  is adjacent to all other n - 1 vertices in  V� , Here  V�  is a minimum 
dominating         set ,〈V�〉  is a set with isolated vertex .Hence  V� is a minimum edge  isolated dominating 
set. Choose a vertex say v� in the minimum edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set of 
 K�,���. Thus  the complementary set  V - V�  is { v� ,v� , v�,…….,  v���,  v� ,  v���, ……., v�}is a set of 

isolates and hence it is acyclic, and  each vertex  v� ∈ V� is adjacent to v� ∈ V�  and d(v�) >  d( v�) for all j = 

2,3,……, n.Hence {v�} is the edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set .  Therefore 

γ
���
��� ( K�,���) set is  {v�} , where v� is star center . Hence  γ

���
��� ( K�,���) = 1. 

Theorem 3.3 
Let G be a bipartile graph  K� ,� of order m + n with bipartition ( V� ,V�)    where  

| V�| = m , | V�| = n , then   γ
���
��� ( K�  ,�)  = �

m                     if m = n 
min{m,n}     if m ≠  n

 

Proof    
 Let G be a bipartile graph  K� ,� . 
The vertex set is partioned into two subsets   V� and   V� with  | V�| = m  &   | V�| =  n. 
Let     V� = {v�, v�, v�, ……., v� }   &   V� = {u�, u�, u�, ……., u�}.  Then  there exist two cases , m = n  & 
m ≠ n 
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Case (a)  Let  m = n  then | V�| = | V�| . 
If  m = n , then| V�| = m+n / 2 and | V�| = m+n / 2 and also  K� ,�   has m� edges . 
Choose vertices from either  V�or V� for minimum edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating 
set of  K� ,� . Without loss of generality choose v� ∈   V� ,   Where v�  is incident with v�b� , v�b� 
,………., v�b�  .To cover the remaining edges,Without loss of generality  choose one more vertex v� ∈  V�,  
Where v� is incident with v�b� , v�b� ,………., v�b� . 
Proceeding in the same way , to cover the remaining edges ,Without loss of generality choose v� ∈  V�, 
Where v�  is incident with v� b� , v� b� ,………., v� b� .Suppose v� is choosen from V�, m edges say v�b� , 
v�b� ,………., v�b�   is covered .The vertices  v�, v�, v�, …,v�,…., v�  are incident with all m� edges with no 

repetition. Hence    γ
���
���   set is {v�, v�, v�, …,v�,…., v�  } of V� which covers all the edges of  K�  ,�  and is a 

set of isolates . The complementary set  V -  V� is {u�, u�, u�, …u�…., u�} which is acyclic there exist an 

edge from each  u� ,1 ≤ j ≤ n to all the vertices v� for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and also  since     m = n , d(a�) =  d(b�) for 

all 1 ≤ i ≤ m , 1 ≤ j ≤ n . Hence the above set  V�  is strong dominating set  and also it is edge isolated set . 
Thus     γ

���
��� ( K�  ,� )  set is {v� , v� , v� , …,v� ,…., v�  } is edge isolated strong complementary acyclic 

dominating set. Therefore    γ
���
��� ( K�  ,�)  =  m    if m = n . 

Case (b)  if  m ≠  n  
Then  there exist two subcases , 
  Subcase (i) if  m < n , then | V�| < | V�| 
  Subcase (ii) if  m > n , then | V�| > | V�| 
Subcase (i) if  m < n , | V�| < | V�| 
With   m < n ,  K� ,�  has atmost mn – 1  edges  
Choose vertices from  V�   for minimum edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set of 
 K� ,� .such that  | V�| < | V�| . Without loss of generality choose v� ∈  V�, the edges incident with v� are 
covered .To cover the remaining edge without loss of generality , Choose v� ∈  V�, the edges incident with 
v� are covered 
Proceeding in the same way, to cover the remaining edges , Without loss of generality choose  v� ∈  V�, the 
edges incident with v�  are covered . Hence     γ

���
���   set is {v�, v�, v�, …,v�,…., v� } of  V� which covers all 

the edges of  K�  ,� and is a set of isolates . The complementary set  V - V� is {u�, u�, u�, …u�…., u�} which 

is acyclic and there exist an edge from each  u� ,                   1 ≤ j ≤ n to some vertices of  v� ,1 ≤ i ≤ m with 

d(v�) ≥  d(u�) . Hence the above set  V�  is strong dominating set  and also it is edge isolated set . Thus the 

   γ
���
��� ( K�  ,�)  set  {v�, v�, v�, …,v�,…., v� } is edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating 

set.Therefore    γ
���
��� ( K�  ,�)  = m    for m < n where m is minimum. 

Subcase (ii) if  m > n , then | V�| > | V�| 
Proceeding  as same as above in subcase (i) , Take  m = n and choosing the vertices from the set  V� = {u�, 
u�, u�, …u�…., u�},since  V� is minimum .Then the complementary set V -  V� is {v�, v�, v�, …,v�,…., v� } 

which is acyclic and there exist an edge from each  v� ,    1 ≤ i ≤ m to some vertices u�  ,1 ≤ j ≤ n with  

d(u�) ≥  d(v�) . Hence the above set  V�  is strong dominating set  and also it is edge isolated set . Thus the 

   γ
���
��� ( K�  ,�)  set {u�, u�, u�, …u�…., u�},is an edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating 

set.Therefore    γ
���
��� ( K�  ,�)  = n  if                 m > n  where n is minimum . 
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Theorem 3.4 
 
 Let G be any graph ,then  γ(G)  ≤  γ��(G) ≤    γ���

��   (G)  ≤   γ���
���   (G) . 

 
Proof 
  
       Let  S be a minimum edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set of G . Then  
S covers all the edges of G and has an isolate vertex . Then for every vertex  v ∈ V- S  , ∃  u ∈ S ,  
such that  u and v are adjacent , where   deg (u) ≥ deg (v) . Therefore  S is a strong complementary acyclic 
dominating set of G , and hence S is a strong dominating set of G .Thus S is a dominating set of G . 
Therefore  γ(G)  ≤  γ��(G) ≤    γ���

��   (G)  ≤   γ���
���   (G) . 

 
Definition 3.5 

A bistar is the graph obtained by joining the star center’s of the graphs K�,� and  K�,� . It is denoted 
by D(r,s). [7] 
 
Theorem 3.6 

 
Let G be a bistar  D(r,s) , then the edge isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating  set 

number  γ���
���   (D(r,s)) = 1 +  s       if  r ≥  s , for  r,s ≥  1 

 
Proof 
 Let G be a bistar D(r,s) .   Let the vertex set of  D(r,s) be {w� , v�, v�, ….. , v�,…., v� ,w�, u�, u�, 
….. , u�,…., u�}.Where w� and w� are the star centers and  v�, v�, ….. , v�,…., v� are the pendant vertices at 

w� and u�, u�, ….. , u�,…., u� are the pendant vertices at  w�. Let  E[D(r,s)] be the edge set of  D(r,s) and 

there exist an edge (v� , v�) ∈ E[D(r,s)]  with    d(v�)= r  and  d(v�)= s .  ∴ E[D(r,s)]  = r + s + 1.  if  r ≥

 s ,for  r,s ≥  1. Then there exist the following cases , 
 

case (i) if  r > s , for r,s ≥  1 
           case (ii) if r = s , for r,s ≥  1 
 
case (i) if  r > s , for r,s ≥  1 
 Let w� and w�  be the two star centers of  K�,� and  K�,�.  Let the pendant vertices of  w� be {v�, v�, 

….. , v�,…., v�} and w� be {u�, u�, ….. , u�,…., u�}.Since  r > s ,  |w�| = r +1 . Choose a vertex say  w� of 

maximum degree for the edge isolated strong complementary acyclic  dominating  set of  D(r,s) , Where w� 
is adjacent to {v�, v�, ….. , v�,…., v�} and w�  .Therefore the edges {w�v�, w�v�, … , w�v� , … , w�v� } 
and the edge  w�w� are covered.To cover the remaining pendant edges which are adjacent with w� ,Without 
loss of generality , 

 
Choose a vertex  say  u� of w� for the edge isolated strong complementary acyclic 

dominating set of  D(r,s) , Where  u� is adjacent only to  w� , therefore the edge  u�w�  is covered.   To 
cover the remaining pendant edges,  Without loss of generality ,Choose a vertex  say  u� of w� for the edge 
isolated strong complementary acyclicdominating  set of  D(r,s) , Where  u�  is adjacent only to  w�  , 
therefore the edge  u�w�  is covered. 
Proceeding in the same way , 
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Choose a vertex  say  u� of w� for the edge isolated strong complementary acyclic 

dominating set of  D(r,s) , Where  u� is adjacent only to  w� , therefore the edge  u�w�  is covered.  Similarly 

, without loss of generality  Choose a vertex  say  u� of w� for the edge isolated strong complementary 
acyclic  dominating  set of  D(r,s) , Where  u� is adjacent only to  w� , therefore the edge  u�w�  is covered.   

Thus   γ
���
���   (D(r,s)) set is {w� , u�, u�, ….. , u�,…., u�} and the complement set {w� , v�, v�, ….. , v�,…., 

v�} is  a set of isolates and hence it is  acyclic  and such that for every  Vertex b� in the complement set is 
adjacent with the vertices  a� of   γ

���
���   (D(r,s)) set. With d(a�) ≥  d(b�) . Thus it is a strong domination set 

and it is edge isolated set. . Thus  γ
���
���   (D(r,s)) set is {w� , u�, u�, ….. , u�,…., u�} is edge isolated strong 

complementary acyclic   dominating  set of  D(r,s). Therefore  γ
���
���   (D(r,s)) set is {w�} +                   {u�, 

u�, ….. , u�,…., u�}. Therefore  γ
���
���   (D(r,s)) = 1 + s . 

 
case (ii) if r = s , for r,s ≥  1 
Let w� and w�  be the two star centers of  K�,� and  K�,�.  Let the pendant vertices of  w� be {v�, v�, ….. , 
v�,…., v�} and w� be {u�, u�, ….. , u�,…., u�}.  Since  r = s , |w�| = r +1  or                          |w�| = s +1 

.Choose either  w� or  w�  for the edge isolated strong complementary acyclic  dominating  set of  D(r,s) 

.Thus  without loss of generality , Choose a vertex say  w� for the edge isolated strong complementary 
acyclicdominating  set of  D(r,s) , Where w� is adjacent to {v�, v�, ….. , v�,…., v�} and w� ,   then the  
edges {w�w� , w�v�,…, w�v� ,…, w�v�} are  covered. 
To cover the remaining pendant edges {u�, u�, ….. , u�,…., u�} which are adjacent with w� 

Without loss of generality , Choose the pendant vertex say  u� for the edge isolated strong complementary 
acyclic  dominating  set of  D(r,s).Where  u� is adjacent only to w� , therefore the edge  u�w�  is covered.  
To cover the remaining pendant edges, 
Proceeding in the same way , 
Choose the vertex say  u�  for the edge isolated strong complementary acyclic  dominating  set of  

D(r,s).Where  u� is adjacent only to w� , therefore the edge  u�w�  is covered.Similarly , without loss of 

generality  Choose the vertex say  u� for the edge isolated strong complementary acyclic  dominating  set of  
D(r,s). Where  u� is adjacent only to w� , therefore the edge  u�w�  is covered. Thus   γ

���
���   (D(r,s)) set is 

{w� , u�, u�, ….. , u�,…., u�} and the complement set                           

{w� , v�, v�, ….. , v�,…., v�} is also a set of isolates and hence it is  acyclic. and such that for every Vertex 
b� in the complement set is adjacent with the vertices  a� of   γ

���
���   (D(r,s)) set. With d(a�) ≥  d(b�) . Thus it 

is a strong domination set and it is edge isolated set. . Thus  γ
���
���   (D(r,s)) set is {w� , u�, u�, ….. , u�,…., 

u�} is edge isolated strong complementary acyclic   dominating  set of  D(r,s). Therefore  γ
���
���   (D(r,s)) set 

is {w�} + {u�, u�, . , u�,…, u�} 

Therefore  γ
���
���   (D(r,s)) = 1 + s . 

 
 
Definition 3.7 
  
 A path graph P is a simple connected graph with �v�� = �E�� + 1 that can be drawn , so  

that all of its vertices and edges lie on a single straight line and it is denoted by P�.. 
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Theorem 3.8 

 Let G be a path  P� , then   γ
���
���   (P�) = �

�

  �  
� 

Proof 
Let G be a path  P� . Then there exist two cases 
Case(a) : Let G = P�  , s = 2r  where r ∈ N 
Case (b): Let G = P� ,  s = 2r +1 where r ∈ N  

Case(a)  
Let G = P�  , s = 2r  where r ∈ N 

Let { v� ,v� , v�,…….,  v���,  v� ,  v���, ……., v���, v�} be the vertex set of  P� , s = 2r  
 where r ∈ N.  Since  v� is of minimum degree in P� ,By omitting  the vertex v� ,Choose the vertex say  v� 
for the edge isolated strong complementary acyclic  dominating  set of P� ,Since  d(v�) = 2 in  P� , and  v� is 
adjacent with two vertices  v�  and  v� .Therefore the edges  v� v�  and  v�v�  are covered. By omitting the 
next vertex v� ,To cover the remaining edges,  without loss of generality ,Choose the vertex say  v� for the 
edge isolated strong complementary acyclic  dominating  set of P� ,Since  d(v�) = 2 in  P� , and v� is adjacent 
with two vertices  v�  and  v� . 
 Therefore the edges  v� v�  and  v�v�  are covered. By omitting the next vertex v� , 
Proceeding  in the same way, 
By omitting the vertex v��� , To cover the remaining edges ,without loss of generality,  
Choose the vertex say  v� for the edge isolated strong complementary acyclic  dominating  set of P� ,Since  
d(v�) = 2 in  P�  , and v�  is adjacent with two vertices  v���  and  v���  .Therefrore the edges  v��� v�  and 
 v�v���  are covered.Similarly , proceeding in the above way , by omitting the vertex v��� ,To cover the 
remaining edges, without loss of generality,Choose the vertex say  v���  for the edge isolated strong 
complementary acyclic  dominating  set of P� ,Since d(v���) = 2 in  P� , and v���  is adjacent with two 
vertices  v���  and  v��� .∴ the edges  v��� v���  and  v��� v���  are covered.To cover the remaining edges, 
without loss of generality, by omitting the vertex v��� ,Choose the vertex say  v� for the edge isolated strong 
complementary acyclic  dominating  set of P� ,Where  d(v�) = 1 in  P� , since v� is  a pendant vertex which is 

adjacent with  v��� .Therefore  the edge  v� v���  is  covered. Thus  the  γ
���
���   (P�) set is { v� ,v� ,  v� , … , v� 

,. . . ,  v��� ,  v� } such that  each  v�  f or  i = 2,4,6 , ….. , s  is an isolate vertex in  γ
���
���   (P�) . The 

complement set{ v� ,v� ,  v� , … , v� ,. . . ,  v��� ,  v��� } is also a set of isolates .Hence the complement set is 

acyclic  and for each v� in the complement set there exist an vertex v� in  γ���
���   (P�) such that d(v�) ≥ d(v�)  . 

Therefore the set { v� ,v� ,  v� , … , v� ,. . . ,  v��� ,  v� } is an edge isolated strong complementary acyclic 
dominating  set .Therefore  γ���

���   (P�) set is { v� ,v� ,  v� , … , v� ,. . . ,  v��� ,  v� }. Therefore  γ���
���   (P�) = r  , 

s = 2r  where r ∈ N   and                            γ
���
���   (P�) = �

�

  �  
� . 

Case (2)  
Let G = P� ,  s = 2r +1 where r ∈ N .Let { v� ,v� , v�,.... ,  v���,  v� ,  v���, …., v���, v� ,  v���} be the 

vertex set of  P� , for s = 2r +1 . Proceeding  as same as  in the case (1) , To cover the edges of  P� ,without 

loss of generality Choose   v� ,v� ,  v� , … , v� ,. . . ,  v��� ,  v��� which belongs to  γ
���
���   (P�) .Hence by 

choosing in the above manner it is not  needed  to take the pendant vertex  v� since choosing  the vertex 
 v��� covers the  pendant edge  v��� v� . Thus the set { v� ,v� ,  v� , … , v� ,. . . ,  v��� ,  v���} is an edge 
isolated strong complementary acyclic dominating set of  P�.Therefore γ

���
���   (P�) set is { v� ,v� ,  v� , … , v� 

,. . . ,  v��� ,  v���}. Thus   γ
���
���   (P�) = s. Hence   γ

���
���   (P�) = �

�

  �  
� . 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

 
 We found  edge isolated strong complementary acyclic domination number for some standard graphs 
and obtained some results on it . 
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